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IN THE COURT OF THE SPECIAL JUDGE :: ::  :: TINSUKIA

District: Tinsukia

Present: Sri P.J. Saikia, 

Special Judge, 

Tinsukia

NDPS Case No. 07 (T) of 2017

   U/s 27 (a) of NDPS Act

The State of Assam .  ......................... Complainant.

-Versus -

 1. Sri  Pithu @ Jake Mahanta

S/o-  Lt Umal Mahanta

R/o- Lajum Gaon

P.S- Kakopathar

  2. Sri Madhav Neog

S/o Sri Jugen Neog

R/o- Lajum Gaon

P.S Kakopathar
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  3. Sri Rubul Neog

S/o- Sri Dipen Neog

R/o Dirak Longfai

P.S- Kakopathar

District- Tinsukia, Assam  .......................... Accuseds.

 

Appearance: 

Sri B.L Agarwal

Spl. Public Prosecutor ............. For the Complainant 

Miss Arati Sarmah and One

Advocates               ..................... For the accuseds. 

Date of Argument:   08/02/2018

Date of Judgment:    08/02/2018

 J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T

 PROSECUTION CASE

1.  The  occurrence  of  this  case  took  place  at  Lajum  village

situated within the jurisdiction of Kakopathar Police Station, under

the district of Tinsukia. Some young boys of the village started to
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take narcotic drugs. The local Village Defence Party (VDP) started to

patrol  the village regularly in search of drugs peddlers and drugs

consumers. On 10/05/2017, some women of the village, who were

members  of  the  local  VDP,  came  to  know  that  some  younger

persons were consuming narcotic drugs in the house of a person

called Boganti @ Bobita Mahanta. A group of women reached the

house of  Boganti  Mahanta and found three persons namely Pithu

Mahanta, Madhav Neog and Rubul Neog. It was found that theses

three persons were consuming narcotic drugs. Police was informed

and accordingly, the said three persons were arrested by police and

ejahar  to  that  effect  was lodged by six members of  women. The

arrested persons were subjected to medical examination at Tinsukia

Civil Hospital. The doctor opined that Pithu Mahanta and Rubul Neog

consumed alcohol. Regarding Madhav Neog, the doctor opined that

he had consumed narcotic substance. 

2. On conclusion of investigation, police filed the charge sheet

against the accused persons u/s 27 of the NDPS Act. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION

 3.   The only point for determination in this trial, is as to whether

the accused persons  had consumed narcotic drugs?

       DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

4.     In order to prove the case against the accused persons, the

prosecution side has examined as many as six witnesses.  Out  of

theses  six  witnesses,  one  is  clinical  psychologist  of  Tinsukia  Civil

Hospital.  I  have  gone  through  the  evidence  adduced  by  the  the

prosecution. The defence plea is of total denial. I have carefully gone

through the prosecution evidences. 
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5. The clinical psychologist Nirupana Chetia has stated that the

accuseds Madhav Neog, Pithu Mahanta and Rubul Neog were sent to

her for counseling. The witness has stated that after counseling, she

came to know that they took narcotic drugs. 

6. The  witness  Boganti  Mahanta,  second  prosecution  witness,

has stated that the occurrence took place in her house, while she

was not  present  in  the  house.  She  has  stated  that  she  returned

home on the next day of occurrence and her brother in law Lalina

Mahanta  informed  her  that  some  women  of  the  village  were

collecting money from the villagers for some purpose and when they

had come to her house, they found the three accuseds inside a room

of  her  house and were found consuming narcotic  drugs.  She has

stated that the room, where the accuseds were found consuming

narcotic  drugs,  was  actually  a  shed,  where  she  kept  her  boards

goats.

7. Her  cross examination portion contains  irrelevant  facts  and

therefore does not warrant an elaborate discussion. 

8. The witness Nipu Mahanta is the son of Boganti Mahanta. He

has stated that on the day of occurrence, the accuseds entered into

the goat shed of his house. The witness has stated that some body

informed police and accordingly police came to his house. 

9. The cross examination of the witness Nipu Mahanta does not

contain any relevant fact. 

10. Now, I shall take up the evidence of Lakhi Gogoi. She was the

president of local women VDP at the time of the occurrence. She has

stated that on the day of occurrence, some women of their village

came to  her  house  and  requested  her  to  come  to  the  house  of

Boganti Mahanta. The women told this witness that some boys were
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consuming powder like substance in the house of Boganti Mahanta.

The witness Lakhi Gogoi immediately went to the house of Boganti

Mahanta  along  with  other  women  of  the  village.  Lakhi  Gogoi

witnessed that  the  accused Rubul  Neog and Pithu  Mahanta  were

sitting in the house of Boganti Mahanta. She has stated that she did

not notice other accused Madhav Neog. According to Lakhi Gogoi, a

person named Arun Hazarika informed police  and three accuseds

were apprehended by police. She has stated further that she did not

know from where Madhav Neog was apprehended. 

11. During her cross examination Lakhi Gogoi has stated before

the Ld defence counsel that the ejahar was written by the members

of  the  Moran  Student  Union and therefore  she did  not  have any

knowledge about its contents. 

12. The witness Lalita Mahanta is also a signatory in the ejahar

along  with  Lakhi  Gogoi.  She  has  stated  that  on  the  day  of

occurrence, she found three accused persons consuming something

in the house of Boganti Mahanta. She has stated that the accuseds

were found sitting with a glass of water in front of them and a little

amount of powder like substance was also lying infront of them. 

13. There is nothing in the cross examination of Lalita Mahanta, to

warrant an elaborate discussion. The last witness to be examined by

the prosecution is Nirma Moran. Nirma Moran has stated that being a

member of local VDP, she had visited the house of Boganti Mahanta

along with other women. She has stated that she found the accused

persons sitting in the house of  Boganti  Mahanta and the witness

further stated that the accuseds were consuming narcotic drugs. 

14. The  cross  examination  of  Nirma  Moran  does  not   contain

anything to warrant a discussion. 
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15. On scrupulous perusal of the prosecution evidences, I find that

in  the  instant  case  no  narcotic  drug  was  seized  by  police.  The

medical examination reports also do not disclose as to what type of

narcotic drug the accused had consumed. The medical examination

reports do not  even disclose that the accuseds have consumed any

such drugs. Under the circumstance, I have reasons to hold that the

prosecution has miserably failed to prove the offence against the

accused. 

       ORDER

16.  That being the position, the three accused persons namely-

Pithu Mahanta, Madhav Neog and Rubul Neog are found not guilty

and accordingly the accused persons are acquitted  from this case.  

    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 8th day

of February, 2018.

Dictated & corrected by me.  

          (P.J. Saikia)

        Special Judge     Special Judge

Tinsukia              Tinsukia 
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A   P   P   E   N   D   I   X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

1. PW1 - Smti Nirupama Chetia

2. PW2  - Smti Bobita @ Boganti Mahanta

3. PW3 - Sri Nipu Mahanta

4. PW4 - Smti Lakhi Gogoi

5. PW5 - Smti Lalita Mahanta

6. PW6 - Smti Nirma Moran

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS

1.      Ext.1- Statement. 

DEFENCE WITNESS

None. 

 Special Judge

      Tinsukia


